TO CHASE A DREAM

		

- A TRUE STORY -

Growing up in the Midwest in the 1980s, Paul “Whitey” Kapsalis
dreamed of playing soccer at powerhouse Indiana University,
winner of 8 national championships. But he had a problem: he
simply wasn’t good enough, and coaches told him he never
would be. What all the doubters failed to consider was that inside
the body of this undersized, humble kid was the heart of a lion.
Whitey’s book, To Chase A Dream, is the inspirational,
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true story of his five-year journey from nobody to captain
of the number one team in the nation. It looks like a
sports book, but it’s much more about creating success
with virtue, building a team, and redefining winning.
To Chase A Dream reintroduces and reinforces the concepts of
optimism, hard work, relationships, kindness, patience, and the
spirit of generosity. These are principles that Whitey uses today as
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a successful businessman, motivational speaker, and life coach,
and they can be transformational in motivating teams on any level
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and in any sport. All those powerful and valuable life lessons are
woven into the telling of one young man’s remarkable experience.
We’ve even created a live link that allows you to use the
book as a fundraiser and receive a rebate on each copy.

www.cardinalpub.com/store/chase-dream
Whitey‘s pursuit of his dream is a fabric that cannot be separated

		
		

FUNDRAISER IN 3 EASY STEPS

from his person. His drive to beat the odds transcends sports into
life, but sports is a fertile proving ground. Getting up after being
knocked down and facing the next challenge is a sign of character.
Learning from mistakes and going forward validates the effort.
Every coach should encourage his players to read this book.
Terry Michler, America‘s All-Time Winningest High School Soccer Coach

1. Your organization gets assigned a coupon code
which entitles each individual to a 10% discount on the
purchase of the book.
2. All orders are placed online via the link shown to the
left. Your organization will receive a $3.00 rebate for
every book sold.
3. If 50 or more books are purchased, Whitey will speak
to your Club/Organization at no charge.

Call or email for details. Paul ”Whitey“ Kapsalis
Phone: 317 410 7459 email: whiteyiu14@gmail.com

